sought by Open House had been answered in the affirmative by a large portion, it might be considered seriously. However, this did not mean logic to state that Technology desires the type of individual who would be so intellectually shallow as to not even be in his choice of college by his mechanical equipment. 

The pinning of the proper dignity of a technical school such as Technology by misrepresenting its purposes with scientific vulgarity is hardly tolerable if we are to maintain a self-respect.

"TABULATOBIA"

EFFECT OF SCIENCE ON REASONING

S CIENCE plays such an important part in modern society that man, meeting science, is bound to reason with the blind and more the slave of a man who might be called "tabulatobia." Everything must be classified according to its kind and the circumstances which accompany it. Science seems to demand this classification almost to the point where makes impossible of classification is unworthy of consideration.

The present year sees the beginnings of which may be, in the minds of some, another world war. What comes immediately to the mind of the modern man? The first thing he must consider is to classify, calculate, tabulate and prepare for the incidents of the past and try to make the present situation fit into the tabulation. It is not true to an answer of Mr. Charles R. Kahn, Jr., '37 Walter T. Blake, '37 Tragedy is all-powerful. They have "tabulatobia".

The spreading of complicated pieces of ap- a mystery, all scientific of course. On occasional it is used in the Popular Science lectures, where it is disastrous enough to prove the younger genera- of a mania which might be committee, a general meeting of all interested students will be held this week in the Student Union where interested students will be held this week in the Student Union.

The TECH—one place of the war question for a later date.

The TECH—Inquires

This column endeavors to solicit students opinion on questions of timely importance. Sub- mitted by a reporter. Open Forum submitters of students opinions will be answered by the deadline.

Catherine R. Shaffer, Architec- 

"If it is to be a whole thing that needs only to be sharpened against war as it is at present prepared, it is long past the time to begin to arm and, France and Great Britain, it has been caught trying to bring about peace with disarmament.

It would seem that at this point, there being as many disputes as contrasts as differences in the ways of showing a duplication of history is futile.

Science plays such an important part in would be requested to omit tests at into a private publicity drive. "He registered all the credit for the great plan, in reality another of the class that young men should wish as many contrasts as comparisons, the attempt is the only nation which is in the least ready for the brunt of the first thrust as did Belgium in the First World War. What comes immediately to the mind of the modern man? The first thing he must consider is to classify, calculate, tabulate and prepare for the incidents of the past and try to make the present situation fit into the tabulation. It is not true to an answer of Mr. Charles R. Kahn, Jr., '37 Walter T. Blake, '37 Tragedy is all-powerful. They have "tabulatobia".
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